Lady Midnight
Chapters 26-27
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3 Diego oﬀers to have this stripped from him
5 Cristina misses eating these with Diego in the park
13 Necormancy might need this from a hanged man
16 Only a ____ can open the door to an institute
18 This person had been visiting Arthur
20 Magnus had seen a large ﬂare of this on a map
22 This person smuggled the baby to the New World
25 Julian had a stash of these in the hall closet
27 JohnnyRook says that this person was one of the worst
shadowhunters
28 Being told love is forbidden does not kill it, but _______ it
29 Emma does not want this, she wants the lie
30 The group from NYC had come from this type of party
32 After defeating Malcolm the ﬁrst person they see at the institute is
this
33 Jem says that if Emma ever needs him to send ____
34 Jem and Tessa must go search for Malcolm’s body and this
35 Came with Magnus, Jace, and Clary
37 Emma tells Julian that the lying and hiding would ___ their
relationship
38 Julian woke up Emma by putting this in her ear
39 Diego gives Tavvy an ____ draught made by the Silent Brothers
41 Kit is a descendant of __________
42 Diana is a good hider, but not a good ____
44 Kit knocked over this person when entering the institute
47 Nightshade had been using ____ powders in his pizza
49 Emma texted Julian a picture of this
51 Faeries are always willing to make a _____
53 Malcolm called it the Parabatai _____
54 This type of demon killed Johnny

1 Kit texted this person
2 Mark had kept this that Jace had given to him ﬁve years ago
4 ‘There’s nothing more important than love, and no ____
higher’
6 Robert had thought this person had killed Emma’s parents
7 Magnus sensed this in the leftover pizza
8 Julian tells Emma to meet him here after he makes lunch for the kids
9 Protection spells on Johnny’s house faded when something
happened to this person
10 The inquisitor thinks that Helen is safer here
11 Emma does not ﬁnd Mark ______
12 Tessa calls Kit this
14 Kit will be safest here
15 Emma wants Mark to ____ that they are______
17 Faeries don’t give back what they _____
19 Arthur’s visitor couldn’t leave the bounds of this
21 Jem says that the ______ owe the Herondales
23 ‘The stars will go out before I _____ you’
24 Jace was not happy that he couldn't give this at the part
26 Emma tells Dru to look here for Julian
29 This was over now that Malcolm was dead
31 On Cristina’s shelf is this, in english
32 On the inside of Cristina’s family ring is a pattern of the ______
36 Julian had hidden Arthur’s medicine in this
40 Mark gave his ____ necklace to Kieran
43 Emma tells Julian that she is not going to ____
45 Kit has this color of eyes
46 Parabatai in love would begin to wield magic as ______ do
48 Mark wonders why Emma does not ask this person for the favor
50 This person oﬀers to take all the blame in front of the Clave
52 Julian will remember to be grateful to Kieran everytime he sees these
on Emma
54 Emma tells Julian that she and ___ make sense

